
HOUSE No. 1481

Bill accompanying the petition of the Automobile Legal Ass
■iation for legislation relative to the use of signal devices up
notor vehicles. Roads and Bridges. January 18.D

AN ACT
Relative to the Use of Signal Devices upon Motor Vehicles.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the same
as follows:

1 Section fourteen of chapter five hundred and thirty-four
2 of the acts of the vear nineteen hundred and nine and sec-

tion five of chapter six hundred and five of the acts of the
ten, in amendment thereof,4 year nineteen hundred an

5 shall he amended by strikir out therefrom the words “ nc
' signalling shall be sounded
nable or unreasonable noise ”

6 bell, horn or other device fe
make a harsh obiecti

and substituting therefor the following:—every motor
ile being used upon any public way shall be prr ehi

10 vided with a suitable bell, horn or other signal device, and

11 it shall be unlawful for any person to use any device which
ace an abrupt sound sufficiently loud to 112 will

CJjc Commontucalt!) of fpassacljusctts.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Twelve.
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3 and to serve as an adequate
all be unlawful for any per-
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make or cause to beu

h any such bell, hornv

17 r to u the same except as a warn-
ame shall read as follows:that the8

perating a motor vehicle shall
)tor propelling it immediately
a horse or other draft animal

20 bring; the vehic m
1 to a stop when approach

being led, ridden or dri\
frightened and if the per

a h animal appears to beif
in charge thereof shall signal

and, if travelling ii24 the opposite direction to that
seeding, said vehicle shall re-in which such animal is j

main stationary so longin may be reasonable to allow
such horse or animal to pa
direction, the person oper
tion in thereafter passing

or, if travelling in the same>

ng shall use reasonable cau-
■h horse or other animal. In
of a street railway which has

28 atn
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0 approaching or pi ar

been stopped to allow passes
operator of every motor veh
be necessary for the safety o-
vehicle to a full stop. Upon
is upon the travelled part of
walk, or where the operate
upon approaching an intense
in a way, every person op<
slow down and give a time!
other device for signalling:

2jers to alight or embark, the
3le shall slow down and if it

1
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33 the public he shall bring said
4 approaching a pedestrian who

any way and not upon a side-
r’s view is obstructed either
ding way or a curve or corner
rating a motor vehicle shall

t

s

ie;nal with his hell, horn or1

40 provided, that in the thickly
settled parts of a city or town every motor vehicle while41

being used upon any public
suitable bell, horn or other

yay shall be provided with a
signal device, and it shall be
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Section IM.. Ever

unlawful for any person to
produce an abrupt sound

rse any device which will not
sufficiently loud to be heard

44
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46 above the noise of traffic and to serve as an adequate warn
47 ing of danger and it shall be unlawful for any person
48 operating any motor vehicle to make or cause to he made
49 any unnecessary noise with any such hell, horn or other

he same except as a warning of danignal device or to r

11 ger except in the case of fire and police department vehicles
52 and ambulances; and provided, further, that no operatori

53 of any motor vehicle shall at any time permit any un-y m

54 reasonable amount of smoke to escape from said motor
55 vehicle, nor shall said operator at any time permit said,1

motor vehicle to make any unnecessary noise, by cutting
57 out the muffler or otherwise. The driver of any motor

r ehicle on any highway approaching a crossing of ways
59 shall slow down and keep to the right of the intersection

10 of the centres of both ways, when turning to the right, and
11 shall pass to the right of the intersection of the centres of

1 ways before turning to the left




